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encyclopaedia of islam wikipedia - the encyclopaedia of islam ei is an encyclopaedia of the academic discipline of islamic
studies published by brill it is considered to be the standard reference work in the field of islamic studies, encyclopaedia of
islam encyclopaedia iranica - a reference work of fundamental importance on topics dealing with the geography
ethnography and biography of the muhammadan peoples, encyclop dia britannica wikipedia - the encyclop dia britannica
latin for british encyclopaedia published by encyclop dia britannica inc is a general knowledge english language
encyclopaedia it is written by about 100 full time editors and more than 4 000 contributors who have included 110 nobel
prize winners and five american presidents, eritrea history geography britannica com - eritrea eritrea country of the horn
of africa located on the red sea eritrea s coastal location has long been important in its history and culture a fact reflected in
its name which is an italianized version of mare erythraeum latin for red sea, jihad in islam is islam peaceful or militant footnotes 1 or on the path of allah or for the cause of allah 2 to understand islam it is imperative that one understands the
shari ah muslim law perhaps nothing so engages the scholars and their differing interpretations of islam in our rapidly
changing world today as the status and interpretation of the shari ah and its, aeneas roman mythology britannica com aeneas aeneas mythical hero of troy and rome son of the goddess aphrodite and anchises aeneas was a member of the
royal line at troy and cousin of hector he played a prominent part in defending his city against the greeks during the trojan
war being second only to hector in ability
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